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Consider which three poets you think are most likely to be read in twenty years’ time. What 
is it about their work that will ensure their relevance to future generations? What makes their 
work long-lastingly powerful? Feel free to discuss individual poems. 
 
 
 

Writing the Future-Postscript: The Importance of WWII Poets in the ‘Remote Age’1 
 

 
Armed with smartphones, it is now startlingly easy for people to experience war 

vicariously through online media. Just as conflicts have adapted to an ostensibly technotopian 

world, so has the way we digest the experience of war. Today war is seen through a camera 

lens, rather than the “paper eye” of the poet.2 Poetry seems quaint when contrasted with bleak 

photographs of refugee camps and live-streamed videos of airstrikes. It seems inconceivable 

that WWII poets could remain relevant to modern narratives shaped by a ‘Twitterati’ mass-

producing 140-character reports.  

This is an unfortunate misconception. WWII poets Keith Douglas, Alun Lewis and 

Timothy Corsellis were already scrutinising the issues that trouble people today, such as the 

rapid mechanisation of war and the dehumanising distance it created. Their strikingly 

prescient poems, which have become vivid postscripts to WWII, read like commentaries on 

current conflicts. This is because while WWI was the first ‘modern’ war, WWII marked a 

new public comprehension of the terrible power of impersonal killing technologies.3 This 

complicated relationship between human operators and remote weaponry is characteristic of 

the current (and likely future) era of warfare. 

In parallel, although the ‘war-poet’ identity emerged during WWI, the poets of WWII 

produced work that is even more emotionally resonant for today’s readers. Because the naïve 

ideal of a ‘glorious’ war had already been tarnished, the WWII poets carved a new war myth 

with an unflinching focus on the individual psychological experience and a distinctly 

unsentimental, demotic voice. Their work captures the essence of modern war, balancing 

duty with humanity while articulating complicated emotional responses. The most powerful 

themes of WWII poetry are those that deal with the dehumanising experiences and 

psychological effects of mechanised war.  

                                                
1 The ‘Remote’ Age reflects the increasing isolation of modern life as communities disintegrate, 
technology distances us from each other and warfare becomes ever more impersonal.  
2 Keith Douglas, ‘Vergissmeinnicht’ 
3 http://www.history.co.uk/shows/ww1-the-first-modern-war/episode-guide/ww1-first-modern-war-
series-1  
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Three Poets 

Keith Douglas (1920-1944) served as a tank officer in North Africa, writing poems 

describing surreal desert scenes in his aloof style. Douglas’s poems express beautifully the 

dualities of war: the internal conflict of “lover and killer” within the soldier’s psyche and the 

organic human body versus the deadly machine which replaces it (“gun barrels split like 

celery”). The power of his work lies in the marriage between form and sound. In ‘The 

Offensive’ he writes: 

   the orators dropping down a curtain of rhetoric, 
behind which the actors retire, the heroic 
action is ending. 

 

The shortening lines, combined with the heavy consonants of ‘dropping down’ mimic the 

falling curtain while the softer ‘which’ and ‘retire’ suggest the swish of fabric. The aural 

parallel between “orators” and “actors”, and uneasy half rhyme between “rhetoric” and 

“heroic” both distances and conflates these roles. This highlights Douglas’s interest in the 

soldier-actor as both independent agent and pawn in a bigger political scheme. Although both 

orator and actor speak, it is the orator who commands the drama while the actor performs 

rehearsed actions.  

The question of war mixing with politics has never been more pertinent, as the 

repercussions of the ‘Dodgy Dossier’ and the Iraq War continue to reverberate. Douglas’s 

concerns about the use of soldiers as puppets feel unsettlingly modern as contemporary 

conflicts become increasingly politicised. 

‘How to Kill’ is Douglas at his best: unsentimental, almost analytical in his 

descriptions. Each line is poised and controlled, exhibiting the “acrobatic balance” Ted 

Hughes praised him for.4 The prosaic language forces the numb horror of interpretation onto 

the reader, who is denied access to the emotions of the narrator.5 

 
Now in my dial of glass appears 
the soldier who is going to die. 
He smiles, and moves about in ways  
his mother knows, habits of his. 
The wires touch his face: I cry 

                                                
4 Ted Hughes, Complete Poems, p.xix  
5 In a letter to a friend, Douglas writes of “rhythms […] carefully chosen to enable the poems to be 
read as significant speech,” rejecting lyricism as disingenuous. 
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NOW. Death like a familiar, hears 
 
This stanza examines the depersonalising, yet shockingly intimate perspective of the sniper. 

The symmetrical structure, with the rhyme scheme ABCDBA and the first and last lines both 

beginning with ‘now’, draws attention to the emotional climax (the soldier-son). This is 

eclipsed by the brilliant enjambed line “I cry / NOW”, as the tentative sense of emotional 

catharsis is snatched away. The gun sight, which magnifies the target, ironically creates 

emotional distance between soldier and victim.  

 As war becomes increasingly technological, poetry that explores the experience of 

remote killing grows in relevance. Douglas’s chilling accounts are important because they 

present a clear-eyed view of the conflict between duty and emotion, avoiding simplistic 

moralising narratives. 

 Alun Lewis (1915-1944), from a humble Welsh mining village, is a tenderer poet than 

Douglas, exploring themes of connection and separation. Like Edward Thomas, whom he 

admired, Lewis’s poems identify a deep connection with landscapes and sensitively observed 

detail. Lewis’s best poems remind the reader that each soldier is also deeply connected to 

family, home and lover. From ‘On Embarkation’: 

 
But most men seek the place where they were born. 

 
   For me it was a long slow day by train. 
 
   Just here you leave this Cardiganshire lane, 

Here by these milk churns and this telegraph pole, 
[…] 
Some things you see in detail, those you need; 
The raindrops spurting from the trodden stubble 
Squirting your face across the reaping meadow, 

 
The poem is a journey through a soldier’s memories on the eve of departure; perfectly 

capturing the sense of loss associated with major life transitions. This reflects the perversion 

of this traditional rite-of-passage into a self-elegising wartime death ritual. The isolation of 

the line “For me…” represents the chasm between military life and the life left behind, 

bridged only by a treasured foray into memory. This is indicated by the hypnotic rhythm of 

the line (long ‘o’ vowel sounds and assonance of “day” and “train”). The shift to present 

tense and repetition of words like ‘this’ and ‘here’ construct a landscape of carefully 

catalogued images, which bursts into life through the unexpected “spurting” and “squirting” 

raindrops.  
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This passage captures perfectly the process of ‘deliberate remembering’ and the 

attempt to return to a beloved place already left behind. Lewis’s poetry is important because 

it draws attention to the humanity of soldiers and their place in the emotional fabric of 

people’s lives, not as servicemen, but simply men (and women!). He writes exquisitely of the 

pain of parting and the poetry of farewells, re-humanising soldiers. 

Timothy Corsellis (1921-1941) is the least well known of these three. This is a great 

tragedy, as Corsellis is one of the most interesting poets of WWII. Hopefully, the recent 

discovery of a hundred poems will ensure him greater recognition. He writes powerfully 

about his disillusionment with military life and the numbing horror, mingled with the pride of 

service, of his role as an Air Raid Officer.  

 
   We are the best of those remaining 
   We are the mellow and the hardened 
   And though our backs are hard of bending 
   Under aloofness our souls bend rending 
 

       (‘Dawn After the Raid’) 
 

Corsellis’s mastery of aural subtleties is astonishing. The incantatory rhythm of the first line 

and the firm resolution of the second crescendo to a choking compactness of sound. The 

present participles and pulse-like alliteration of ‘b’ forces us to commune intimately with the 

poet as the straining sounds mirror his emotions.  

“Under those spillikins of beams” is one of the most powerful lines of poetry I have 

ever read. That the word ‘spillikin’ manages to contain the image of a shattered building, 

spilling its human innards and twisted unnaturally into a child’s game of pick-up-sticks is a 

testament to Corsellis’s talent. This ability to confront the reader with bold images of war, 

combined with the raw emotion of his work, makes Corsellis an extremely accessible poet. 

His poetry is important because it documents a civilian experience of war, one that is easily 

forgotten by modern Western audiences disconnected from distant wars in the Middle East. 

By bringing to the fore the physical horror, Corsellis reminds us that war is not just an 

abstract game of strategy. War also means the devastation of civilian lives. His compassion 

would do well to be remembered today, as millions flee war-torn countries seeking refuge. 

“Remember me when I am dead / and simplify me when I’m dead” wrote Douglas in 

1941. This is the great difficulty of war poetry; that we must pick and choose what to read 

and teach, without simplifying or reducing it. Though fictional, poetry’s chronological 

vagueness and flexibility means that the poets of the past can speak to us. These poets are not 
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confined to their own time. Their concerns are hugely relevant to our post-nuclear society, 

confronted by new threats of cyber-warfare and military drones. Douglas, Lewis and 

Corsellis have left us potent warnings, written in blood, about the dangers of mechanised war 

for human dignity. I hope we will heed them. 
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/collegeofjournalism/entries/f2fc1c28-cfb5-348d-989b-
9746dfaefd0e - the BBC recommends “Thomas’s” rather than “Thomas’” so that is what I 
have gone with, apologies for any outrage caused! 
 
 


